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Chapter 4
Metre, Rhythm and Harmony

1.

Introductory

We are discussing these aspects within the same chapter because
all three are closely influenced by the system of the so-called
'twenty-four measures of string music' (pedwar mesur ar hugain
cerdd dant).
The rhythm signs which we mentioned briefly in chapter 1 are
applied only to a comparatively small portion of the music in this
MS. The majority of the intabulations are lacking all specific
indications of rhythm and metre. Although the rhythm signs provide
much useful information, they can be fully understood only in
relation to general principles of rhythmic interpretation which we
may deduce from the way in which the 'twenty-four measures' are
used in the construction of the music.
All of the pieces in the MS, with the possible exception of the
profiadau and Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair 1 are constructed on
one or other of the ‘twenty-four measures’. These are twenty-four
different combinations of two polarised harmonies, which
frequently, though not invariably, correspond to the modern
tonic/dominant relationship. The basic concept is of a binary system
consisting of two harmonic elements which are given the names
cyweirdant and tyniad respectively.
The origin and precise meaning of these terms are not clear
from the documentary evidence. We have already encountered the
term cyweirdant in our discussion of tunings in chapter 2. We found
that in the passage concerning tunings in N.L.W. MS Havod 3,
cyweirdant has three related meanings:
1

In the Welsh treatise Dosparth Cerdd Dannau, copied by Lewis Morris on pp. 5-7 of B.M.
Add MS 14905, we find. the following passage: “…ag o'r mesurau gwneir y profiadau, y
Gosdegion, y Caniadau, a'r Clymau.” (“and from the measures are made the profiadau, the
gostegion, the caniadau and the clymau.”) This implies that, in theory at least, the profiadau,
also, were constructed on the measures. Although harmonic patterns characteristic of the
music known to be controlled by the measures are sometimes present in the extant profiadau,
these pieces are so freely written that it is not possible to associate them with any of the
measures known to us. Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair is based on the measure alban
hyfaidd hir, which does not belong to the twenty-four standard measures, but is listed in other
MS sources.
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1) the main tuning string of the harp (the g string).
2) the seven successive strings beginning with the lowest g
string, which are associated with seven different tunings,
or keys.
3) the b string, in its function as the tuning note of the f sharp
a fifth above it.
It seems to us, however, that the origin of the terms
cyweirdant and tyniad is most likely to be found in the terminology
of the crwth. This instrument, as described by Otto Andersson 2 ,
was, in its definitive form, “an oblong instrument, with a flat back,
sides (ribs), and soundboard. Fetis ‘A. Stradivari’. p. 18, gives the
following measurements: length, 57 cm.; greatest breadth, 27 cm.;
and depth, 5 cm. Its most important characteristic is the square
hole at the upper end, which is divided into two by the finger-board.
It has six strings, four stretched over the finger-board, and 2
outside it to the right. It is played with a bow, and is played in much
the same position as a violin.”
The most striking aspect of the tuning, which we have given
in chapter 1, note 4, after Hawkins, is that the six strings may be
regarded as three courses of two strings each, tuned to the unison
and octave of violin g, middle c, and the d above middle c
respectively. It is therefore easy to see the relation of this form of
the instrument to the earlier three-stringed form (crwth trithant),
which, according to Andersson, was current until the fourteenth
century.
In view of the list of names for the strings of the crwth given
below, after Edward Jones, it seems that the strings are considered
to be doubled at the lower octave, since the lower string is in each
case called the bourdon (byrdon) of its respective upper string:
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2

1. Y cras-dant

The Harpstring

2. A'i fyrdon

And its bass

3. Byrdon y Llorf-dant

Accompaniment to the bass
string

4. Y llorf-dant

The bass string

5. Y cywair-dant

The keynote

Otto Andersson: ‘The Bowed Harp’, p. 214.

6. Ai Fyrdon

And its bass

The strings are listed in descending order of pitch.
The use of the name cywair-dant (cyweirdant)for the upper g
string is reminiscent of the use of the same term in Havod 3 to
describe the lowest g string of the harp. In both cases the string so
described serves as the starting-note for the tuning of the whole
instrument. In this sense, the term may be translated as ‘set
string’, or a string whose pitch is pre-determined.
From this interpretation it would be only a short step to the
broader concept of cyweirdant as an open string, especially the
open g string. If, then, we translate the word tyniad as a
‘tightening’ (tyniad - tynhau: to tighten), we arrive at the distinction
between an open string (cyweirdant) and a stopped string (tyniad).
When these terms are used in a harmonic sense with reference to
the ‘twenty-four measures’, the distinction would then be between a
harmonic form which consisted predominantly of open strings on
the crwth, (cyweirdant) and one which made use of stopped strings
(tyniad).
Whether or not the foregoing gives us a clue to the origin of
the distinction between the cyweirdant and tyniad in their harmonic
sense, the two forms may be clearly identified in practice in the
pieces contained in the MS. An analysis of their use in the music
involves an understanding of the system whereby they are
organised into coherent patterns, or measures.
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It seems probable that the measures evolved during a period
when the whole repertoire of harp and crwth music was aurally
transmitted, and individual pieces evolved gradually through
processes of controlled improvisation, rather than actual
composition. Significant differences between the descriptions of
certain pieces in MS Panton 56 and the form in which they are
intabulated in B.M. Add. MS 14905 suggest that even in the early
17th century, when the music was written down, there was still
some scope for further development of the musical material and the
formal pattern, through improvisation.
There is no explicit evidence to prove that the harp and crwth
played together, but the fact that some of the pieces which we
possess in the harp tablature also figure in lists of pieces for the
crwth, together with the occurrence of the term clymau cydgerdd 3
(ensemble clymau) suggests that this is likely. If two or more
instrumentalists did, in fact, improvise together, then the value of
the measures becomes clear; all the players concerned would begin
3

For the term clymau cydgerdd see the entry ‘cwlwm’ in the glossary.

a piece with prior knowledge of the chordal pattern appropriate to
the measure which governs each section of the piece concerned.
At some point in the development of this system, the most
popular combinations of cyweirdannau and tyniadau were codified
into the ‘twenty-four measures’. This codification corresponds to a
general tendency among 16th century Welsh scholars to produce
lists of twenty-four related elements, as for instance, in the twentyfour poetic measures (pedwar mesur ar hugain cerdd dafod) and
the twenty-four feats (pedwar camp ar hugain). This is to a large
extent an arbitrary process, since the number had a special, almost
magical significance. There are, in fact, records of a large number of
measures which were omitted from the twenty-four, but were in
fairly common use - for example, the measure ysgwirin
(1011.1011) which, together with mak y mwn byr, forms the basis
of Caniad Cadwgan.
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Several MS sources, including B.M. Add. MS 14905, p. 107,
list the twenty-four measures, giving their names, and a symbolic
representation of their respective harmonic patterns. The lists of
these measures for the harp and for the crwth are identical, but for
some scribal errors, and the manner in which the harmonic patterns
are notated.
The notation in the lists for the harp (pedwar mesur ar hugain
cerdd dant telyn) is as follows: the cyweirdant is represented by the
symbol 1, and the tyniad by the symbol 0. Thus, the measure mak
y mwn byr, which consists of two cyweirdannau, two tyniadau, and
four cyweirdannau is notated: 1100.1111.
A demonstration that this interpretation of the symbols is
correct in the case of the harp is provided by a note inserted by ap
Huw after cainc 5 of Caniad Bach ar y Go Gywair (p. 45), which
states: “the diwedd is the same [has the same musical material] as
the cainc, but it starts with the tyniadau” 4 This means that the coda
(diwedd) of this particular cainc differs from the form in which it is
used for the preceding ceinciau, in that the upper part is varied in
the same way as the upper part of the cainc to which it belongs.
The whole piece is based on two complementary harmonic
forms, which we shall call ‘a’ and ‘b’ chords respectively, and which
correspond to the cyweirdant and tyniad of the measure on which
the piece is based. Each cainc in the piece begins with a group of
four ‘a’ chords followed by a complementary group of four ‘b’
chords. The diwedd begins with almost identical material, but in
reverse order: the four ‘b’ chords are followed by the four ‘a’
chords. The note inserted by ap Huw informs us, therefore, that the

4

“Y diwedd yr un fath ar gaingk ond i fod yn dechre yn y tyniadau.”

four ‘b’ chords are tyniadau, since the diwedd “begins with the
tyniadau”.
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We know from MS Panton 56 that each cainc of Caniad Bach
ar y Go Gywair is based on the measure korffiniwr, which is notated
for the harp as 1100.1011.1100.1011. If we analyse the first cainc
of the piece we find the chordal pattern aaaa bbbb aa bb aaaa (each
cainc is repeated to produce the full form of the measure), which we
may reduce for the purposes of comparison with the measure to aa
bb abaa, since each group of two chords forms a single entity in
terms of the measure. We see, then, that the ‘a’ chord corresponds
to the symbol 1, and the ‘b’ chord to the symbol 0. Since we are
told that the ‘b’ chords are tyniadau, then the symbol 1 must
correspond to the cyweirdant, and the symbol 0 to the tyniad in the
terminology of the harp (see fig. 6).
In the lists of measures for the crwth, two different methods
of notation are used. The first poses no problems, and consists
solely of groups of the single symbol 1, which are identified as
cyweirdannau and tyniadau by the letters k (kyweirdant) and t
(tyniad) above each group of symbols. Thus the measure korffiniwr
is represented by the symbols
k

t

kt

k

11 11 1 1 11. In the second method the same symbols are used as
in the harp lists, but for some reason their meanings are reversed.
Thus, the symbol 0 represents the cyweirdant, and the symbol 1 is
used for the tyniad. Thus, korffiniwr is notated
0011.0100.0011.0100. Since we possess no notated music for the
crwth, we cannot tell the reason for this curious anomaly, which
need, however, concern us no further, since it does not affect our
discussion of the use of the measures in the harp tablature.

2. The harmonic implications of the system of measures
We have said that each measure is simply an individual
pattern using two discrete and complementary harmonic forms,
corresponding [138] to the terms cyweirdant and tyniad. Of these, the
cyweirdant usually takes the form of a triadic harmony based on the
tonal centre of the piece. Both harmonies may contain additional,
sometimes dissonant notes.
An important question to be considered at this point is to what
extent the musicians who formulated and transmitted this repertoire

were consciously aware of manipulating the harmonic structure and
idiom of their music.
During the period 5 when the twenty-four measures were
formulated and the pieces contained in the musical repertoire were
reaching the form in which they were transmitted to us by ap Huw,
the cyweirdant/tyniad polarity was certainly a conscious formulation
of a vertical (homophonic) harmonic language.
This is not surprising when one considers that the antecedents
of the cyweirdant/tyniad polarity may be found as far back as the
13th century:
“Even in the 13th century a movement towards clear, logical
successions of sounds is discernible in England. At this time the use
of a sound-complex, stylised in the form of the Wechselklang
(harmonic polarity) seems to have played an important role. The
classic example of this is in the Summer-canon, which is built up on
the harmonic ostinato:

6

”

[139]

This harmonic ostinato or Wechselklang in the 'Summercanon' is an essential stylistic trait of a piece of music which has a
many-voiced canonic texture, in which the successive voices enter
at a comparatively short distance in time. The choice of the term
Wechselklang is of great importance to our understanding of the
processes by which this idiom was built up.

5

The dates of the earliest MSS containing the lists of the twenty-four measures and the
treatises (‘Llyfr Cadwedigaeth Cerdd Dant’ and ‘Dosparth Cerdd Dannau’) which purport to
explain them, indicate that this was during the early or mid-16th century.
6
“Schon im 13. Jahrhundert ist in England das Bestreben nach logisch klaren
Klangfolgen festzustellen. In dieser Zeit scheint die Verwendung eines
Klangkomplexes, in der Form des Wechselklangs stilisiert, eine wichtige Rolle
gespielt zu haben. Das klassische [231] Beispiel dafür ist der Sommerkanon, der
auf dem klanglichen Ostinato

aufgebaut ist.” (Thrasyboulos Georgiades: “Englische Diskant-traktate aus der ersten Hälfte
des 15. Jahrhunderts” (Munich. 1937), p. 84.

Georgiades uses the term Klang (sound) quite loosely, in the
sense of the simultaneous occurrence of notes of different pitch,
rather than the more sophisticated concept of ‘chord’ or ‘harmony’.
In the early stages of the development of a many-voiced
musical idiom such as we have in the ‘Summer-canon’, or our Welsh
harp music, it is likely that the quality of the successive Klänge
produced by the simultaneous sounding of two or more notes of
different pitch is very loosely controlled, if at all. Gradually,
however, the concepts of consonance and dissonance in a vertical
sense begin to assume a greater importance; particularly pleasing
or effective vertical combinations of notes are recognised and later
used consciously wherever the appropriate circumstances recur.
Thus characteristic idiomatic successions of sounds, or even whole
musical phrases, are built up and used again and again in the
repertoire.
Such an idiomatic phrase is evident in the ‘Summer-canon’;
the first two canonic voices together with the two voices of the pes
produce the following (fig. 1):
[140]

Fig. 1

Here we have the full form of the Wechselklang pointed out by
Georgiades. It is clearly arrived at through contrary motion in the
outer parts, the lower part moving up stepwise from f to g, and the
upper part moving downwards from f to d and back again, the jump
of a third being bridged by the unaccented note e. The two inner
parts add the necessary notes to create the full triads f-a-c and g-b
flat-d.
In many different musical sources of the 14th and early 15th
centuries, continental, as well as insular, the basic form of this
pattern may be found so frequently as to constitute almost a cliché.
It is especially prevalent in sacred music. Thus, in the motet ‘Cruci
domini - Crux forma – Portare’ (Bamburg, Staatsbibl. Ed. N6, fol.
112 - late 13th century), we find the following:
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Fig. 2 (after Carl Parrish: ‘The Notation of Medieval Music’,
1958, p. 115):

And, again from the same motet:
Fig.3
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Many further examples are to be found in English sources
from the 14th and 15th centuries, for example, Anonymous Gloria
no. 1 in the Old Hall MS (See Manfred Bukofzer: ‘Studies in
Medieval and Renaissance Music’ p. 44.):

Fig. 4

There is, in fact, a remarkable resemblance between the
Wechselklang, even in its most basic form, and the alternations of
certain forms of the cyweirdant and tyniad harmonies in the Welsh
music. Thus we may compare the following examples :
Fig.5
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a) the Wechselklang

b) B.M. Add. MS 14905, Caniad Ystafell, cainc 4

From these examples, and those given in fig. 12, chapter 2,
we may infer that one of the most characteristic forms of the

cyweirdant/tyniad alternation is an octave (cyweirdant), which
moves inwards by step to form a 6th (tyniad):
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Whether or not the resemblance between these two harmonic
patterns is accidental, both apparently developed in similar ways,
and for comparable reasons. The Wechselklang in the ‘Summercanon’ arose as a simple, workable method of controlling the
vertical combinations of sound in a many-voiced strict canonic
texture. Its counterpart in the Welsh tradition was probably a
similar method of controlling many - voiced improvisations,
especially if more than one player was involved. The characteristic
texture of the Welsh music, with its highly ornate melodic line,
accompanied by a chordal underlay, together with the fact that
many of the pieces have poetic titles, e.g. Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap
y Gof (the Elegiac Caniad of Ifan ap y Gof) raises the question of
whether the tablature presents the transference to the solo harp of
a style of vocal improvisation, originally accompanied by
instruments. Much more work will have to be done on the early
history of this musical tradition before this question can be
answered.
It would be simplifying matters far too much to state that the
cyweirdant/tyniad relationship corresponds directly to the modern
tonic/dominant pattern, although this is the direction in which the
harmonic development of this music was evidently tending. An
analysis of the tablature indicates that the process described above,
whereby particularly effective vertical combinations of sounds were
noted, and later used systematically, was continually at work in the
development of this musical style. Thus, a chord consisting of three
or four notes, which originated as a special case, as the result of a
more or less coincidental juxtaposition of sounds, or, more
interestingly, as the result of a logically determined linear structure,
may be seized upon, and recognised as a chordal entity. Then,
removed from its context, it may then become part of a system of
vertical organisation which then begins to influence the structure
and progression of the individual horizontal strands which make up
the musical texture. We are thus faced with a constant interaction
between the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the musical
language.
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3. Analysis of the Cyweirdant and Tyniad Harmonic Forms
The close relationship between these two dimensions will
become clear in the following examination of the harmonic and
melodic structure of the musical texture with reference to an
important technique of variation which is used in several different
pieces. This analysis will show that the terms cyweirdant and tyniad
may be associated with two complementary groups of notes. Each
group represents the notes which may be used as either functional
harmony or melody notes within a musical context dominated by
the particular element (cyweirdant or tyniad) with which the notegroup is associated. Although these note-groups are purely
theoretical, they may be used as a guide to the analysis of some of
the more complex passages in terms of the measures.
The elements of the measures are expressed most clearly in
their harmonic form in the clymau cydgerdd. Taking as our first
example the first cainc of the cwlwm on the measure mak y mwn
hir, (fig.6a), we find that each element of the measure
(1111.0000.1010.1111.0000.1011) corresponds to a chord in the
lower part, as follows:

cyweirdant:

tyniad:

Furthermore, the functional melody notes in the upper part
(non-functional decorative notes being discounted) are restricted to
the notes found in these chords. We may now begin to formulate
the two note-groups as follows: cyweirdant: c-e-g; tyniad: b-d-f.
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Fig. 6

1

1
[147]

1

1

a) Cwlwm on Mak y mwn hir, cainc 1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1
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The lower part of cainc 1 of Caniad y Gwyn Bibydd (fig. 6b)
presents these two note-groups in chordal form, punctuated by a
pedal c. Here, however, the notes are re-arranged, and the f of the
tyniad chord in fig. 5 is replaced by g, thus producing the following
vertical combinations:
[148]

6b) Caniad y Gwyn Bibydd, cainc 1

[149]

cyweirdant:

tyniad:

The note g may therefore be added to our provisional tyniad
note-group: g-b-d-f.
A similar extension of the cyweirdant note-group is implicit in
the upper part of Caniad y Wefl (fig. 1). In this context the
dissonant note a is sounded as part of a cyweirdant harmony. In
order to outline the logical sequence of events which leads to the
acceptance of this note as a cyweirdant harmony note it is

necessary to include a short discussion of the type of variation
technique used in Caniad y Wefl.
This caniad consists of thirteen ceinciau, the first twelve
presenting the musical argument, to which the thirteenth cainc acts
as a coda. The first twelve ceinciau form four groups of three
ceinciau each. The melodic material of the first group is repeated
almost exactly in the subsequent groups, at progressively higher
pitch-levels.
Taking the first cyweirdant and tyniad functional melody notes
at each successive pitch-level (marked by asterisks in fig. 7), we
find the following pattern:
Fig. 7

Caniad y Wefl

Measure: Fflamgwr gwrgan: 1011.1011.0011.0011
a) cainc 1
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b) cainc 4

c) cainc 7

d) cainc 10

[151]

The asterisked cyweirdant notes give the triadic form c-e-g-e;
the corresponding tyniad notes being d-d-f-d. This may be
compared with the triadic pattern formed by the initial notes of the
first three sections in the following dance from MS Bodley Douce
139:
Fig. 8.

7

Dance from Bodley Douce 139 (after Johannes Wolf) 7

Johannes Wolf: ‘Die Tänze des Mittelalters’, p. 22.

Thus the successive pitch levels in Caniad y Wefl appear to
describe a pattern of ascending thirds (c-e-g), which is then
partially repeated at the upper octave.
The material of such a piece is not necessarily presented in its
logical order of invention. Thus it seems likely that the melodic
pattern used in the piece is found in its definitive form in cainc 4,
the importance of which is emphasised by the fact that it introduces
the only group of three ceinciau which is later repeated at the upper
octave (the higher-octave group which would correspond to ceinciau
1-3 is omitted, in order to restrict the number of ceinciau presenting
the musical argument to twelve).
[152]

It now appears that the introduction of the note ā as a
functional cyweirdant melody note in cainc 1 is the result of the
decision to present the opening melodic phrase, corresponding to
the first cyweirdant element of the measure, at a pitch level a third
below the definitive statement to be found in cainc 4 (that is, at the
first, rather than the second pitch level). The remainder of cainc 1
then ascends to the second pitch-level, and is therefore identical
with cainc 4.
The note a may now be added to the cyweirdant note-group,
so that the two groups now become: cyweirdant: a-c-e-g; tyniad:
g-b-d-f.
The acceptability of the cyweirdant chord g-g-a which results
from the process of melodic development described above may be
connected with the construction of a chord consisting of the notes cg-a, which finds a place in a chordal pattern characteristic of the
lower part of pieces in the Caniad Crych group: (see fig. 28a).

The fact that the notes of the scale g-g belong alternately to
the cyweirdant and tyniad note-groups respectively:
[cyweirdant]
[

tyniad

]

cyweirdant

tyniad

a

b

g

cyweirdant

c

tyniad

cyweirdant

tyniad

e

f

d

has much to do with the extensive use of stepwise sequential
melodic repetition (see fig. 9).
The actual choice of notes in the cyweirdant and tyniad notegroups is determined by the tonality of the particular piece. Thus,
since Caniad y Wefl is in a C tonality, its note-groups are given as
a-c-e-g (cyweirdant) and g-b-d-f (tyniad). Caniad Ystafell, on the
other hand, has a tonal centre on G, so that its cyweirdant notes
are transposed to e-g-b-d, and its tyniad notes to d-f [sharp]-a-c.
In the examples given in fig. 9 below, we indicate the cyweirdant
and tyniad note-groups appropriate to the tonality of each
quotation.
[153]

Fig. 9

a) Gosteg yr Halen, cainc 9

measure: mak y mwn byr, 1100.1111
note-groups: cyweirdant: d-f-a-c, tyniad: c-e-g-b [flat]

1

1

0

0

1

1

1
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b) Cwlwm cydgerdd on mak y mwn hir, cainc 19
1111.0000.1010.1111.0000.1011

1

Note-groups: cyweirdant: a-c-e-g; tyniad: g-b-d-f

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0
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c) Caniad Ystafell, cainc 5
measure: korffiniwr, 1100.1011.1100.1011
note-groups: cyweirdant: e-g-b-d, tyniad: d-f [sharp]-a-c

1

[156]

1

0

0

d) Caniad Bach ar y Go Gywair, cainc 6
measure: korffiniwr, 1100.1011.1100.1011
note-groups: cyweirdant: a-c-e-g, tyniad: g-b-d-f

1

1

0

0
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e) Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd, cainc 1
measure: korffiniwr, 1100.1011.1100.1011
note-groups: cyweirdant: d-f-a-c, tyniad: c-e-g-b [flat]

1

1

0

0
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f) Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair, cainc 2
measure: alban hyfaidd hir, 1011.1011.0100.0100.1011
note-groups: cyweirdant: a-c-e-g, tyniad: g-b-d-f

1

[159]

0

It must at this point be emphasised that the cyweirdant and
tyniad note-groups which we give in the form of two complementary
patterns of ascending thirds are a theoretical device formulated for
the purposes of this chapter. The most important of these purposes
is the clear identification of cyweirdant and tyniad harmonic and
melodic forms with a view to establishing the most probable
metrical structure of the music. The relationship of the terms
cyweirdant and tyniad to particular melodic and harmonic
phenomena whose arrangement according to a binary system was
crystallised in the system of measures, was evidently well known to
the practising musicians of this tradition. This is not to say,
however, that Welsh musicians and theorists of the sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries thought of the cyweirdant and tyniad as
groups of notes which could be used as harmonic and melodic
building blocks. The terms were used in this context simply to refer
to the constituent elements of the measures.
From the internal evidence of the music it is possible for us to
associate these groups of notes with contexts dominated by the
tyniad and cyweirdant elements of the measures. Our arrangement
of them into two interlocking groups of thirds is justified by their
disposition in the harmonic and melodic construction of the music
itself.
Occasionally the development of the melodic line through the
sort of process set out on pp. 12-15 may require the extension of
the patterns of thirds outwards in either direction, as we see in our
discussion of Caniad Ystafell on p. 23. It would seem, then, that it is
at least theoretically possible for this outward extension to continue
through an indefinite cycle of thirds. Two considerations appear to
restrict the choice of notes available in practice to four for each of
the two note-groups.
The first of these considerations is the tendency for the
cyweirdant and tyniad to be complementary, with the exception of
the one note which they generally have in common. The second
consideration has to do with the restraints of tonality. In this
musical language there is a constant interplay between two forces
represented by the special language of the cyweirdant and tyniad
[160] note-groups on the one hand, and on the other hand the
universal - in Western Europe, at any rate - feeling for tonal
direction. In practice the cyweirdant and tyniad are integrated into
the tonal system, in that cyweirdant melody notes and chords tend
to suggest repose, while tyniad notes and chords suggest transition
and unrest. It is really only in this sense that a valid analogy may
be drawn between the cyweirdant / tyniad and tonic / dominant
relationships.
In fact, the tonal centre of any particular piece is invariably a
cyweirdant note: that is, the second in our list of the four most

usual cyweirdant notes (for example a-c-e-g in a C tonality). This
note is usually prominent in the melodic line, particularly at the
beginning or end of a phrase, where it functions as a ‘home note’ or
‘tonic’, as we see in fig. 10.

Fig. 10

a) Gosteg Dafydd Athro, cainc 1, ending

Tonal centre: c
cyweirdant notes: a-c-e-g; tyniad notes: g-b-d-f.

1

0

1

1
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b) Caniad Tro Tant, cainc 13 (ending)
Tonality: b flat

cyweirdant notes: g-b-[flat]-d-f; tyniad notes: f-a-c-e[flat]

1

1

0

1

1

Thus it is particularly the gravitational pull of the tonal centre
as a constant point of reference which tends to restrict the range of
functional melody notes generally available in the cyweirdant and
tyniad contexts.
[162]

At this point it is best to regard each chord simply as a
vertical combination of notes belonging to one or other of the notegroups. The process which leads to their formulation depends on the
fact that any of the notes belonging to either the cyweirdant or the
tyniad note-group in any particular piece may be sounded
simultaneously in the appropriate harmonic context. This becomes
more comprehensible in the light of the argument presented above
(pp. 139 and 144) that sonorities brought about originally by a
chance sequence of events may impress themselves on the mind of
the performers and listeners to such an extent that they are
subsequently repeated deliberately, and then formalised until they
are integrated into a recognisable system.
Thus combinations of notes resulting from the development of
a melodic line against a reiterative lower part, or parts, which, at a

primitive level, may be a drone or a simple ostinato pattern, will be
recognised as individual sonorities which then take on a timeless
existence. Such a sonority is no longer dependent on the context
which gave rise to it, so that, for instance, the preparation and
resolution of a discord becomes unnecessary. A more recent
example of this process would be the development and
crystallisation of the higher dominant discords as chordal entities
within the harmonic language of the nineteenth century,
culminating in the successions of parallel chords characteristic of
Debussy.
An illustration of this process is to be found in Caniad Ystafell
which offers much useful material for the analysis of the chordal
language of this music.
The tonal centre of this piece is G. Ceinciau 4-9 follow the
pattern of melodic development which we described in connection
with Caniad y Wefl. These six ceinciau are divided into two groups
of three ceinciau each, the melodic line of the first group being
repeated in the second group at a pitch-level a third higher than the
original. The lower part of the ceinciau in the first group consists of
the alternating octave [163] and major sixth which is present also in
Gosteg Dafydd Athro. In the ceinciau of the second group the upper
part of this two-part accompaniment follows the melodic line up to
the higher pitch-level, while the lower part remains at its original
level (see fig. 11).
Fig. 11.

Caniad Ystafell
a) Cainc 4:

b) Cainc 7:

This progression results quite naturally in the chord: g-b-f
[sharp] which was evidently acceptable even in an accented position
to the musicians who formulated this piece. This same chord is used
also in transposition in a context where it is not prepared by the
natural development of the melodic line, but must be appreciated as
a sonority in its own right as part of one of the standard chordal
patterns characteristic of the Caniad Crych group of pieces as
follows:

[164]

Fig. 12.

Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof, cainc 16
*

Further discussion of this interesting chordal phenomenon (marked
by an asterisk in fig. 12) will shortly follow.
The passage quoted in fig. 12 is representative of a highly
complex harmonic idiom, chiefly to be found in the latter half of the
MS . A great diversity of harmonic style is evident in the music as a
whole, however, ranging from simple or heterophonic doubling at
the octave, fifth or sixth, to full triadic chordal writing, and including
intermediate stages between the two styles. Furthermore, at one
extreme, the notes of the cyweirdant and tyniad cycles of thirds are
used quite freely in vertical combination, while at the other extreme
the choice of notes is restricted according to a rationalisation
demanded by a more conventional attitude to tonality. In all of the
gostegion and caniadau, however, in whatever style they are
written, the horizontal and vertical structure of the music is strictly
controlled by the patterns of cyweirdannau and tyniadau dictated by
the measures. The diversity of style will be best illustrated by
analysis [165] of some of the pieces in the MS.
The most straightforward pieces from the point of view of
harmonic analysis are those which restrict themselves to a simple
triadic idiom. Here, moreover, the alternation of cyweirdant and
tyniad harmonies may be most clearly recognised.
This is not to say, however, that these are the most primitive
pieces, for the indications are that their style represents the endproduct of a lengthy process of refinement and compromise. The
most extreme example of this type is Caniad Cadwgan.
The tonality of this piece is quite clearly the major mode on F.
The first cainc presents a smooth, curved melodic contour beginning
and ending on the note f. This is in marked contrast to the
fragmented and jagged lines often found in the Caniad Crych group.
According to our formulation of the two note-groups from
their use in the building of melodic lines, the cyweirdant and tyniad
groups appropriate to Caniad Cadwgan should consist of the notes
d-f-a-c and c-e-g-b [flat], respectively.
The lower part of all the ceinciau consists solely of two
alternating chords, corresponding to the cyweirdant and tyniad
elements of the measure. The choice and ordering of the notes of
these chords is highly significant. The cyweirdant chord consists of
the second, third and fourth of the notes belonging to our
theoretical cyweirdant complex; that is, the triad f-a-c. The tyniad
chord is made up of the first and third notes of the tyniad complex,
the first note being doubled at the octave: cc-g-c. The result is
strongly suggestive of the tonic/dominant relationship, the sole
omission being the third of the dominant chord (e), which is,
moreover, occasionally present in the upper part.

The essential melody notes in the upper part which coincide
with the chordal underlay, are in general restricted to the same
range of notes as the lower part, with the occasional addition of the
third of the [166] tyniad chord.
Part-writing, even in the sense of heterophony, is virtually
non-existent; so the texture consists simply of a decorated melodic
line against a steady chordal background, leading to an overall
impression of plain triadic harmonies.
An effect of blandness is avoided firstly by deliberately
focussing the attention on the florid melodic line, at the expense of
the less interesting lower part, and secondly by spicing the
harmonic texture with occasional melody notes which are dissonant
to the chords against which they sound, while still remaining within
the confines of the appropriate note-group.
Thus, in cainc 12, the top part adds the notes a and d to the
triad f-a-c in the lower part: d is, as we have seen, the lowest note
of the series of thirds which makes up our cyweirdant note-group in
the F tonality. It is however, noteworthy that the b [flat] supplied
by the melodic line in the chord c-g-c-b [flat] in cainc 2 is given a
decorated resolution down to a.
This fact again points to a clearer awareness of tonal direction
than in many of the other pieces, of which the generally restricted
choice of notes from the two note-groups and their arrangement
into predominantly triadic chords is symptomatic.
The diwedd, which is repeated exactly at the end of each
cainc, shows a reversion towards the other stylistic extreme in its
second half, in that the lower part is reduced to a single line, which
simply doubles the upper part at the sixth below. The pattern of
alternating cyweirdant and tyniad elements is still perfectly clear,
but the reduction of textural density now permits the free
introduction of notes such as b [flat] without the problem of
dissonance which was implicit in the preceding triadic chordal
texture.
Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd, while very much more complex in
construction, is closely related to Caniad Cadwgan, with which it
shares its tonal centre, F, and its predelection for triadic chords.
Even the melodic [167] line of cainc 1 of Caniad Cadwgan is repeated
exactly as the second varied ending of each cainc of Caniad Cynrhig
Bencerdd. In the latter piece, however, even richer sonorities are
achieved; firstly by additions to the cyweirdant and tyniad chords in
the lower part of ceinciau 4-10 to form the full triadic chords ff-a.c.-f. and cc-g.-c.-e. respectively, and secondly by the frequent and
conspicuous use of the note d as a harmony note in both cyweirdant
and tyniad contexts (see fig. 13, where the use of this note is
marked by asterisks).

Fig. 13a)

Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd, cainc 10.
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b) Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd, cainc 11 .
*
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The chord which is marked by asterisks in the first half of fig.
13b presents a particularly interesting tyniad sonority, achieved by
the movement of the upper two voices in parallel thirds, which is a
characteristic device of this musical language. Against this the note
f is used as a reiterated pedal in the lowest line of the upper part. In
vertical terms we may perhaps regard this as a further extension of
the tyniad complex of ascending thirds to c-e-g-b [flat]-d-f.
Extreme dissonance [169] is avoided by the omission of the second of
the possible tyniad notes, e.
The treatment of the measure in Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd is
again too complex to be discussed at this point.
For the simplest introduction to the application of the system
of measures we return to the group of pieces collectively designated
as the clymau cydgerdd, found on pp. 23-34 of the MS. These
consist of three pieces of twenty-four ceinciau each, which
demonstrate twenty-four ways of improvising an upper part to a
fixed accompaniment based on one of the measures. Each of the
three pieces uses a different measure. They are followed by a group
of twenty-four ceinciau which apply a single melodic formula to each
of the twenty-four measures in turn.
Throughout the lower part of these pieces, two chords
predominate:

and
corresponding to the cyweirdant and tyniad elements of the
measures respectively. Thus the individual pattern of each measure
may be readily followed in the music. Each measure is named and
presented in the symbolic notation: cyweirdant = 1, tyniad = 0, at
the start of each piece. 8
In fig. 6a, the first cainc of the cwlwm on mak y mwn hir, we
gave the appropriate symbol for each element beneath the chord to
which it corresponds.
8

Ap Huw committed an unfortunate scribal error in the first of these pieces. Each cainc is
headed with the name and symbolic representation of a different measure from the twentyfour. This is quite erroneous, however, since every cainc is based on the single measure mak
y mwn hir. This fault is to some extent rectified by ap Huw’s note at the end of the piece:
“Diwedd y kwlwm kytgerdd sydd ar fesur mak mwn hir” (“The end of the cwlwm cydgerdd
which is on the measure mak y mwn hir”). It is remarkable that ap Huw should have allowed
the original labelling to stand without correction.

It will be noticed in fig. 6a that the chords corresponding to
the elements of the measure are divided into groups of four by
vertical strokes through the tablature, and that two of these groups
are further subdivided by shorter vertical strokes intersecting the
central line. Analysis of their use in the MS as a whole leads to the
deduction that the longer strokes subdivide the measure into small
groups (usually four) of elements, for which we shall use the term
sub-groups. Sub-groups may include both cyweirdant and tyniad
elements, but are usually dominated by one or other of [170] the
elements. Since the longer vertical strokes are probably an aid to
the articulation of the basic structure of the measure, they may
have a metrical function. The shorter strokes, on the other hand,
serve to divide elements of different harmonic type within the same
sub-group, so they are probably an indication that the strings
should be damped between one element (chord) and the next, in
order to avoid harmonic clashes.
As stated above, p.162, the chords which correspond to the
elements of the measures are simply groups of notes belonging to
the cyweirdant and tyniad note-groups, which are sounded
together, rather than chordal units founded on a root note within a
conventional tonic/dominant orientated harmonic system. Thus
Burney's dismay at the free use of the second inversion g-c-e in this
music is quite inappropriate.
To a musician steeped in Western European eighteenth
century harmonic style, the second inversion of a tonic triad is a
dissonance which requires both preparation and resolution, as part
of a standardised succession of musical events. The seeming
familiarity of some of the constituents of the harmonic idiom of this
manuscript should not blind us to the fact that the criteria of
consonance and dissonance inherent in the Welsh music by no
means correspond to the criteria imposed by eighteenth and
nineteenth century text-book harmony.
In the course of this chapter we have given, and shall
continue to give musical evidence to show that the main practical
criterion of vertical consonance in the language of this MS is that
notes belonging to one and the same note-group may, in
appropriate circumstances, may be sounded together in any order,
and treated as consonant (i.e. requiring neither preparation nor
resolution). This is true, even if it results in the sounding of
intervals which are classified even in mediaeval sources (for
example the English Discant treatises in Lansdowne 763) as
dissonant.
[171]

Occasionally such dissonant chords could be regarded as the
result of the use of pedal notes. However, the note a which occurs
as a reiterated pedal in the upper part of cainc 4 of the cwlwm on

mak y mwn hir is dissonant to both of the chords with which it is
associated (see fig. 14).
Fig. 14

Cwlwm on mak y mwn hir, cainc 4

Although the upper and lower parts are not struck
simultaneously, the effect is of a cyweirdant chord consisting of the
notes g-c-e-g-a and tyniad chord b-d-f-a. Although both of these
chords could be considered dissonances, they are consistent with
their respective note-groups, and are therefore allowed to stand
without resolution.
[172]

The absence of any feeling of tension leading to relaxation
which would correspond to dissonance leading to lesser dissonance
or consonance, gives the harmonic movement a peculiarly static
quality. In general, dynamic effects of direction, climax, tension and
relaxation in this musical language are achieved by variations in
textural density, melodic contour and complexity, and pitch-level,
rather than by harmonic means.
From our analysis of the foregoing musical examples in terms
of the elements of the measures, it is clear that the harmonic and
melodic structure of this music is strictly controlled by the structure
of the measures which are applied to it. This is true of all the music
in the MS apart from the small group of free pieces on pp. 56-65,
which are apparently not based on any of the measures.

4.

Metre

There is good reason to believe that the system of measures
also provides the key to the metrical interpretation of the tablature.
As we indicated in chapter 2, the greater part of the tablature has
no specific indications of rhythmic values. Clearly the scribe
expected that any musician with sufficient background knowledge of
the tradition could realise the tablature without the additional aid of
rhythm signs.
We have already suggested that one purpose of the
development and codification of the measures was to provide a
fairly flexible control of solo and possibly ensemble improvisation.
Implicit in the fact that the measures determine the particular
pattern of cyweirdant and tyniad harmonies for each piece is the
idea that they control the harmonic rhythm, and thus the metre.
If we analyse the organisation of the cyweirdant and tyniad
elements in the structure of the twenty-four measures, using the
table on p. 1O7 of the MS, we find that many of them fall into subgroups of four or more elements, which we here mark off by the
insertion of dots between the sub-groups, thus:
[173]

Fig. 15 The Twenty-four Measures of String Music (after p. 107 of the MS)

9

1)

Mak y mwn hir

1111.0000.1010.1111.0000.1011

*2)

Korffiniwr

1100.1011.1100.1011

3)

Korsgoleff

11011001011

4)

Rhiniart

10011.10011

5)

Koraldan

111010010001

6)

Tresi heli

10001110001011

7)

Wnsach

1111.0001

8)

Kor dia tutlach

10011000100111 9

*9)

Kor finfaen

1011011.1011011

10)

Korwrgog

1001011011

11)

Karsi

1000.1011.1000.1011

*12) Brath yn ysgol

1011.0100.1011.0100.1011

13)

1011.1011.0011.0011

Fflamgwr gwrgan

*14) Mak y mwn byr

1100.1111

15)

Kalchan

1100.1111.01

16)

Bryt odidog

0010.0010.1101.1101

The version of this measure given by ap Huw on p. 107 of the MS differs from that found in
the appropriate section of the Clymau Cydgerdd on p. 34. Since the latter version is used as
the basis of the intabulation, it would seem more likely to be correct.

*17) Trwsgwl mawr

0000.1111.0000.1011

*18) Tytyr bach

0011.0011

19)

Mak y mynfaen

001100.001100.1111

20)

Toddf

0110.0011

21)

Hatyr

001011.001011

22)

Mak y delgi

011.1011

23)

Alban hyfaidd

1011.0100.0100.1011

24)

Alfarch

0000.0000.1111.1111

To the twenty-four should be added:
*Alban hyfaidd hir
and

*Ysgwirin

1011.1011.0100.0100.1011
1011.1011

which are used in Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair and Caniad
Cadwgan, respectively.
[174]

A comparison of the above list with the intabulations of the
measures in the Clymau Cydgerdd will show that in general the dots
which we have inserted between the sub-groups in the symbolic
notation correspond to the longer vertical strokes which separate
groups of chords in the tablature. The great importance of these
regular divisions of the measures into sub-groups will become clear
in our discussion of the methods of subdividing and expanding the
measures .
Only the measures which are asterisked in the above list are
used in the intabulation of the caniadau and gostegion. It is notable
that only one (Kor finfaen) of these eight asterisked measures does
not fall naturally into sub-groups of four elements each. With this
single exception, the music of the MS avoids the use of those
measures included in the twenty-four which divide naturally into
groups consisting of odd mumbers of elements, such as mak y delgi
(011.1011) and those which are not readily divisible into subgroups, such as kordia tutlach (10011000100111).
This may possibly reflect a preference for a regular metre
consisting of groups of four pulses of equal value. This idea is,
however, dependent on a hypothesis which we shall introduce at
this point, although its supporting evidence will be accumulated only
gradually in the remainder of this chapter. Our working hypothesis
is that for the purposes of the metrical analysis of this music, the
elements of a measure should be treated as having equal temporal

value. It must, however, be emphasised that throughout this
argument a clear distinction is being made between the concepts of
metre and rhythm: the metre must be regarded as a framework
around which the rhythmic structure is built. Since extreme
rhythmic flexibility is the general rule rather than the exception (see
discussion of the rhythm signs, pp. 220-229); metrical regularity
only rarely implies regularity of rhythm in practice.
From this hypothesis it follows that the division of certain
measures into groups of four elements results in a regular fourpulse metre in the music to which they are applied.

[175]

One of the least complex pieces is Gosteg Dafydd Athro, with
which the tablature begins. Here, the rhythmic detail is not so
intricate as to distort the regular flow of the basic pulse, and
therefore may be inferred with some degree of accuracy from the
metrical pattern as determined by the regular subdivisions of the
measure .
We know from the list of pieces (in this case, for the crwth) on
f. 67b of N.L.W. MS Gwysaney 28, the measure on which this piece
is based: ‘16. Gosteg Dafydd Athro its measure is korffiniwr.’ 10 This
fact is confirmed by the analysis of the first cainc and its diwedd in
terms of the cyweirdant and tyniad note-groups in a C tonality
(cyweirdant: a,c,e,g, tyniad: g,b,d,f), as in fig. 16.
Fig. 16.

Gosteg Dafydd Athro, cainc 1 and diwedd

10 “16 gosteg davydd athro mesur hon korffiniwr”

[176]

cainc:

diwedd:

[177]

In the above example the characteristic korffiniwr pattern:
1100.1011.1100.1011 can quite clearly be identified. It is set out in
full twice in the repeated cainc and once in the diwedd. For the
purposes of the transcription, in accordance with our hypothesis, we
have given each element of the measure the value of a crotchet.
We are then presented with the problem of how to interpret
rhythmic subdivisions within the scope of each element, which can
now be identified with a single metrical unit, or pulse. Lacking any
further information at this point, we suggest provisionally that
metrical units should be subdivided into equal parts. Thus the two
chords corresponding to each element of the measure, for example
the opening cyweirdant motif

should be given the value of one quaver each. This decision will be
shown to be justified by our discussions of the technique of
expanding the measures and of the rhythm signs which occur
towards the end of the MS.
[178]

5. Expansion of the Measures

The diwedd section given in fig. 16 presents us with a
phenomenon of fundamental importance to the understanding of
the harmonic language of the more complex pieces. This is the

dissonant chord
to be found in a weak metrical position in the
second cyweirdant element of the diwedd.
At first sight one might suspect that a scribal error had led to

, but considering
the omission of a plethiad byr ornament sign:
ap Huw's generally high standard of accuracy, it is very unlikely that
such an obvious error would be repeated three times in the course
of the diwedd. Taking the cyweirdant elements of the diwedd as a
whole, it will be found that in every case the note d is used as a
functional melody/harmony note above the reiterated pedal g.
The note d is, however, a prominent member of the tyniad
note-group and could only in the most exceptional circumstances (in
the vastly extended note-group a,c,e,g,b,d, or d,f,a,c,e,g) be
considered as a functional cyweirdant note. It would seem,
therefore, that while the strong metrical division of each cyweirdant
element
uses only the basic cyweirdant notes c and g, the weak,
presumably unaccented division is dominated by the tyniad note d.
Thus we can subdivide each cyweirdant element into two subelements, the first strongly cyweirdant, and the second tending
towards the tyniad axis. In this phenomenon we shall eventually
recognise the seeds of the technique of expansion which, in its most
sophisticated forms provides one of the most fascinating aspects of
this musical language.
[179]

The rapid alternation of the parallel fifths
and
in these
cyweirdant elements is in itself a stark and almost dissonant effect
which to some extent destroys the integrity of the predominant
cyweirdant harmony, while necessitating a tolerance for the
juxtaposition of the notes c, g and d, which is further strengthened
by the already static quality of the harmonic idiom. We have already
remarked on the high tolerance of what we would consider to be
dissonant combinations of notes which is implicit in the tablature. It
is thus only a short step from the small temporal separation of the

notes c, g and d in the static harmonic ‘field’:

to the

simultaneous sounding of these notes in the chord
which may be
regarded as a harmonically neutral fusion of basic cyweirdant and
tyniad elements.
That this type of neutral chord is by no means an isolated
phenomenon may be judged from the frequent recurrence of such
motifs as the following, taken from cainc 1 of Caniad Crych ar y
Bragod Gywair: (fig. 17a):
Fig. 17

a) Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair, cainc 2.

[180]

b) Gosteg Dafydd Athro, Diwedd

The structure of the passage in fig. 17a is much more
complex than the example from Gosteg Dafydd Athro (fig. 17b), but
it follows the same principles. Once again, the tonal centre is C, and

the passage corresponds to two tyniad elements, which are marked
by the unbracketed symbol 0.
Each of these elements, as we have postulated above,
corresponds to one metrical unit which in this case, bearing in mind
the complexity of the texture, is given the value of a minim in
transcription. For analysis purposes, we have subdivided each
element into four sub-elements, each having the value of a quaver.
The very first of these sub-elements corresponds to the chord

which is the predominant chord of the element, being in the
strongest metrical position. It is unequivocally tyniad, its functional
notes b-d-f-b, all belonging to the triadic form which is
characteristic of the tyniad elements in the clymau cydgerdd.
The second sub-element, which consists of the single melodynote b is likewise tyniad in its harmonic implication, but stands in a
weak metrical position. The third and fourth sub-elements are

combined in [181] the chord
which is clearly cyweirdant, since it is
dominated by the tonal centre, c. Being in a subsidiary metrical
position to the first sub-element, it does not, however, disturb the
overall tyniad function of the element.

The second of the elements in fig. 17a likewise begins with

the accented tyniad sub-element

which is now followed by a

cyweirdant - orientated chord:
as the second sub-element, which
again does not affect the overall tyniad domination, being in the
weakest metrical position of all. The third and fourth sub-elements

combine in the chord
which, although tyniad biased, is to some
extent neutralised by the inclusion of the main cyweirdant note, c.
The most striking conclusion to be drawn here is that the
dissonant chord c-d-f-b is given the opposite function from that
fulfilled by a dissonance in Western European music in general up to
the late 19th century. Far from creating a feeling of stress and
potential energy to be [182] released in a consonant resolution, this
chord acts as a temporary point of repose, and tonal equilibrium,
through the neutralisation of the, in principle, mutually exclusive
and polarised cyweirdant and tyniad.
A comparison of figs. 17a and 17b shows that the passage
from Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair presents an elaboration of
essentially the same harmonic pattern as that found in the passage
from Gosteg Dafydd Athro, the only basic difference being that the
former is tyniad-, and the latter cyweirdant-dominated.
In the above examples we have shown the early stages of a
process whereby the elements of a measure may be submitted to a
process of binary subdivision into a number of sub-elements which,
if in a weak metrical position, may tend towards the opposite
harmonic type from the one which dominates the element.
In the third piece in the MS, Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof, we can
recognise a further stage of development in which the measure is
effectively expanded to twice its normal length, since each element
is systematically divided into two sub-elements, which are now
treated as elements in their own right within the expanded form of
the measure. Thus, whereas in the Clymau Cydgerdd each element
of the measure corresponded to one chord in the lower part, each of
the sub-elements in the expanded measure in Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof
corresponds to one chord, and thus one metrical unit, which is given
the value of a crotchet in transcription.
In the first cainc of this piece the original form of the measure
mak y mwn hir (1100.1111) becomes, in its expanded form,
1111.0100.1111.1111, as shown in fig. 18.
[183]

Fig. 18

Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof, cainc 1

Tonal centre: f
cyweirdant note-group: d,f,a,c; tyniad note-group: c,e,g,b [flat]
Cainc:

1)

1

1

2)

1 1

1

1

0

0

0

1 0

0

1

1

1

1 1

1

11

1
1

1

1

Diwedd:

1) 1

1

0

2) 1 1

1

1 0
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Cainc:

0
1

0

1
0

1

0
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1

1

1 1

1
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1

1

Diwedd:

[182]

In accordance with the above-mentioned possibility of
introducing a sub-element of opposite sign into the weak
subdivisions of an element, we find that a cyweirdant sub-element
is introduced into the expanded form of the two tyniad elements of
the original form of the measure, thus forming the new sub-group
0100.
[185]

In the diwedd this process is continued further with the
introduction of a new tyniad element in a cyweirdant context,
creating the expanded form: 1111.0100.1011.1111. The
advantages of this system are firstly that the time-span of a cainc
using the measure is effectively doubled when the expanded form of
the measure is used, and, secondly, that some harmonic variation is
now possible from one cainc, or group of ceinciau to the next. As
long as the accented, odd-numbered sub-elements remain faithful
to the basic pattern of the measure, the even-numbered subelements may be either cyweirdannau or tyniadau according to the
desired rate of harmonic change. Thus, within Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof,
three slightly different expanded forms of the measure are used:
1111.0100.1111.1111 (cainc 1); 1111.0100.1011.1111 (diwedd
and cainc 8); and 1111.0000.1111. 1111 (cainc 3).
It should, incidentally, be noted that although the chords in
the lower part provide a useful guide to the analysis of the elements
and sub-elements of the measure, and thus to the metrical
interpretation of the music, there is not necessarily a strict
correspondence between the chords and the elements.
A case in point is that while the first sub-group of four
cyweirdant elements in cainc 7 of Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof correspond

to four chords in the lower part, the second and third sub-groups
have only three chords each. That the metrical structure of all three
sub-groups is identical is indicated by the exact sequential
repetition of the melodic pattern of the first sub-group in the second
and third sub-groups. In interpreting the metrical, and thus the
rhythmic structure of this cainc, we must therefore bear in mind the
general procedure of binary rather than ternary sub-division, as
shown in fig. 19.
[186]

Fig. 19.
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Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof, cainc 1
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A similar problem arises in the first cainc of Gosteg yr Halen
(fig. 20a). At first sight this passage appears to be in a ternary
metre. A harmonic analysis in terms of the two note-groups in an f
tonality shows that the piece is based on the measure mak y mwn
byr. Each group of three chords corresponds to two elements of the
basic form of the measure; the first element being subdivided into
two chords. Since we have postulated that each element of the
measure should be given equal metrical value, then this passage
should be interpreted in binary metre. This is confirmed by the
division of each group of two elements into four chords in the
diwedd (see fig. 20b), which acts as the second varied ending to the
cainc, and in many of the subsequent ceinciau.
Fig. 20 a)

Gosteg yr Halen, cainc 1.
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b) Gosteg yr Halen, diwedd to cainc 1 11
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[1111]

[190]

11 Each cainc follows the pattern 1100.1111.1100 (the first half is repeated). The diwedd begins with the pattern 1111 which
completes the second statement of the measure mak y mwn byr. The first half of the diwedd is likewise repeated, so that the
cainc and diwedd together present three complete statements of the measure, as follows:

cainc

repeat

diwedd

repeat

1100 1111.

1100

1111.1100

1111

[232]

In Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd a process of doubling and even
quadrupling the number of functional elements in the measure
through subdivision takes place during the course of the piece. Each
cainc is repeated, using two varied endings, which remain the same
throughout the piece (with the exception of the first varied ending
to cainc 9). Each repeated cainc together with its two varied
endings corresponds to a single statement of the measure korffiniwr
(1100.1011.1100.1011).
The measure undergoes expansion through two stages of
binary subdivision. At the first stage each element is subdivided into
two sub-elements (e.g. 1 = 10). Some small variations occur in the
harmonic content of this expanded form of the measure, for
example, in ceinciau 1 and 9:
Basic korffiniwr measure:

1 1

0 0 1 0

1 1. 1 1

0 0

1 0

11

1st stage expansion, cainc 1: 1011.0100.1100.1111.1011.0100.1100.1111
1st stage expansion, cainc 9: 1111.0000.1100.1111.1111.0000.1100.1111

Since these variations affect only the new, even-numbered
sub-elements of the expanded form, they do not disturb the
structure of the basic form of the measure, which remains constant
throughout the piece (c.f. p. 182).
While the second stage of expansion is made explicit only
gradually in the repeated section of successive ceinciau, it is present
throughout the piece in the first and second varied endings to each
cainc. Thus an impression of progressive development is given
during the course of the piece by the gradual increase in the rate of
harmonic change, until the point is reached in cainc 9 where the
same level of textural density is maintained in both the body of the
cainc and the varied endings.
The second stage of expansion is, however, never fully
realised in explicit (chordal) form: the most complete version, which
may be represented by the symbols
1[1]101011.0[0]010100.1011.0100.1[1]101011.
1[1]101011.0[0]010100.1011.0100.1[0]101011.
is eventually achieved in cainc 9.
The unifying factor which runs through every cainc of the
piece is the original measure, korffiniwr. In order to establish a
coherent metrical [191] scheme for the transcription we must allot a
suitable metrical value to each element of the basic form of the
measure. Considering the great complexity of the later sections of
the piece we suggest the value of a minim for each element. This
value will remain constant throughout the piece.
Each sub-element of the first stage of expansion:
1011.0100.1100.1111.1011.0100.1100.1111 therefore takes the

value of a crotchet, as exemplified by the repeated section of cainc
1. Similarly the second stage of expansion, exemplified by cainc 9,
results in a further subdivision of the metrical unit into quaver
values (see fig. 21c).
In general, then, metrical analysis may be most fruitfully
carried out according to this procedure: each element of the basic
form of the measure appropriate to the particular piece is assigned
a metrical value. Binary subdivisions of the elements in expanded
forms of the measure correspond to binary subdivisions of this
metrical unit. In some exceptional cases, 12 the final stage of
expansion of the measure appears to make use of ternary
subdivision of each sub-element, which will then correspond to a
ternary subdivision of metre.
The technique of expanding the measure through the
subdivision of its elements as it is applied in this piece gives us
considerable insight into the function and probable mode of
evolution of the measures in general. An examination of the
processes involved in cainc 8 of Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd (fig. 21b),
for instance, reveals the tendency of a group of two cyweirdant
elements (11) to expand into the form 1011. This tendency is
noticeable also in cainc 1 of Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof (fig. 22),
the diwedd of Gosteg Ifan ap y Gof (fig. 18), and in innumerable
other contexts.
In fig. 28a, from Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair, we find
that this sub-group, 1011 may be further expanded into the
characteristic korffiniwr pattern 1100.1011. The same process also
converts the tyniad group 00 through the form 0100 into the mirror
image of the korffiniwr pattern: 0011.0100.
[192]

Fig. 21
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[194]

b) cainc 8
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c) cainc 9
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[198]

Fig. 22
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This now raises the question of whether the measures
korffiniwr [201] (1100.1011.1100.1011) and mak y mwn byr
(1100.1111) could have originated as expansions of the common
ancestor 1011 (or 1011.1011). That this is very likely to have been
the case is shown by an analysis of Caniad Cadwgan.
Fig. 23
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b) Caniad Cadwgan, cainc 2
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c) Caniad Cadwgan, cainc 4
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The list of pieces found on p. 80 of N.L.W. MS Panton 56 has
the following entry for Caniad Cadwgan: “Caniad Bach i Gydwgi:
mak y mwn byr or ysgwirin.” 13 This presumably means that the
piece may be analysed in terms of either, or both of these
measures.
Ysgwirin (1011.1011) is not included in the twenty-four
standard measures but may be found in other lists of miscellaneous
measures. 14 The relationship between mak y mwn byr and ysgwirin
is clear; the usual form of mak y mwn byr being a simple expansion
of the first four-element sub-group (1011) of ysgwirin.
The analysis of selected ceinciau from Caniad Cadwgan given
in fig. 23 leads us to the following conclusions. Ceinciau 1 and 2
show an exceptional treatment of the measure pattern, usually
found only in codetta - like sections. A comparable instance can be
found in cainc 7 of Caniad Ystafell (fig. 24), where the final subgroup (1011) of the expanded form of the measure is extended to
1010101011. This is a new form of expansion which involves
repetition of a small group of elements, rather than the uniform
expansion of the whole measure through subdivision (c.f. the
measure trip telynior in fig. 25b).
[205]

Fig. 24

13

Caniad Ystafell, cainc 7

“C[aniad] bach i Gydwgi Macc[mwn] b[yr] neu Ysgw[irin].” For the identification of Caniad
Bach i Gydwgi with Caniad Cadwgan, see Chapter 2, note 4.
14
For example, N.L.W. MS Gwysaney 28, f. 68b; Cardiff MS Havod 24, p. 802. Both of these
sources refer to the crwth, so the symbols are reversed from 1011.1011 to 0100.0100.

[204]

In such cases the elements of the extended sub-group of the
measure are given the same metrical value as the unrepeated
elements.
In cainc 1 of Caniad Cadwgan (fig. 23a) the first half of the
ysgwirin pattern (1011) is extended by the three-fold repetition of
its first two elements into the form 10101011. Comparison of this
analysis of cainc 1 of Caniad Cadwgan with our analysis of exactly
the same passage in its function as the second varied ending to
cainc 1 of Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd in fig. 21a will reveal what at
first sight appears to be an anomaly.
In fact, in the context of Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd this
passage can only be considered as an expansion through
subdivision of the sub-group 1111 to 10101011, which gives each of
its elements half the metrical value of each of the elements of the
body of the cainc. If it were analysed as an extension of the sub
group 1011 through repetition, as in Caniad Cadwgan, [205] then
each element of the extended form 10101011 would have the same
metrical value as the elements of the body of the cainc, which
would disrupt the metrical structure of the piece as a whole. This
accounts for the fact that in transcription the note values of the
passage as used in Caniad Cynrhig Bencerdd are halved in relation
to the same passage in the context of Caniad Cadwgan.
Cainc 2 of Caniad Cadwgan carries the extension a stage further
through the four-fold repetition of the two-element group ‘10’,
giving the [206] pattern 1010101011, which plainly cannot be
regarded as the product of subdivision.
The first two ceinciau of the piece must, then, be analysed in
terms of the measure ysgwirin (1011.1011). The third cainc,
however, introduces a sudden uniform expansion of this measure
through the division of each element into four constituents, thus
producing the measure mak y mwn byr in a repeated form of its
first stage of expansion.
Ysgwirin:

1

0

1

1

.1

0

1

1

1st stage expansion of ysgwirin:

1 1 0 0 .1 1

1 1 .1 1

0 0 .1 1

1 1

2nd stage expansion of ysgwirin: 1011.0100.1011.1011.1011.0100.1011.1011 15

The particular relationship between the measures ysgwirin
and mak y mwn byr demonstrated by this analysis of Caniad
Cadwgan leads us to the following general hypothesis. The original
pattern 1011.1011 which at some time was given the name
ysgwirin was presumably used as the basis of pieces of music which
have not survived in intabulated form. If this measure-pattern was
submitted to the processes of expansion which we have explained
above, then it could give rise to several related forms, of which the
two following: 1011.1011 (ysgwirin)→1100.1111.1100.1111 (mak y
mwn byr); and 1100.1011.1100.1011 (korffiniwr) were favoured to
such an extent that they were elevated to the status of measures in
their own right, and given the names mak y mwn byr and korffiniwr
respectively.
The two tables given in fig. 25 show how a number of
measures may have originated in this way as special expanded
forms of the two basic patterns ysgwirin and dim a dim (0101). 16
The harmonic and metrical analysis of certain pieces in the
Caniad Crych group is made particularly difficult by the fact that
they cannot definitely be associated with specific measures. In such
cases the analysis can only proceed with reference to a measuretype, usually tytyr bach (0011.0011), which may, in different
sections of the same piece, develop in the direction of either
trwsgwl trwynki (0100.1011.0100.1011) 17 or trwsgwl mawr
(0000.1111.0000.1011). The use of the measures is thus
considerably more flexible than in the simpler pieces, which tend to
adhere to measures of the ysgwirin type.

[207]

Fig. 25 a)
15

See Appendix 3.
For dim a dim, see N.L.W. MS Gwysaney 28, f. 68b.
17
For trwsgwl trwynki see Gwysaney 28, f. 68b.
16

Ysgwirin: 1011.1011
Single (1011)

Double (1011.1011)

1st stage expansion:
Mak y mwn byr: 1100.1111

Korffiniwr:
1100.1011.1100.1011
Kor gan odidog: 1100.1010.1100.1011
Karsi:
1000.1011.1000.1011

2nd stage expansion:
Pwy bynnac yw:
1110.0100.1100.1011

Mak y mwn hir (irregular):
1111.0000.1010.1111.0000.1011

[208]

b)
Dim a dim: 0101
Single (01)

Double (0101)

1st stage expansion:
Tytyr bach:
0011.0011
Toddf:
0110.0011
Hatyr (irregular): 001011.001011
2nd stage expansion:
Trwsgwl mawr: 0000.1111.0000.1011
Trwsgwl trwynki: 0100.1011.0100.1011
Trip telynior (irregular):
0100.1011.0010.10101011

3rd stage expansion:
Alfarch:
0000.0000.1111.1111
Mak y mynfaen:
0011.0000.1100.1111
Odid am gwypo:
0101.0100.1010.1011
Bryt odidog:
0010.0010.1101.1101

[209]

Our method of analysing the more complex pieces proceeds in
the following stages: firstly the cyweirdant and tyniad note-groups
are identified according to the tonality of the piece. Secondly, each
cainc is divided up into sections which correspond to groups of
cyweirdannau and tyniadau in characteristic patterns such as 1100;
1111.0000; or 1011.0100. If the overall pattern of the cainc
corresponds to the basic or expanded form of one of the measures,
this is compared with the information given about the piece in MSS
Panton 56 or Gwysaney 28.
From the structure of the measure, or measure-type on which
the piece is based, we may then infer the metrical structure, and
thus an approximation of the rhythmic structure.
In several of the more complex pieces the structure of the
measure or measure-type is not immediately clear in the first cainc.
Frequently the simplest expression of the measure-pattern occurs in
the final cainc, which should, in such cases, be analysed first.
A case in point is Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof, of which the
seventeenth and last cainc is given in fig. 26. Since the cadential
figure

makes it clear that the piece is in a C tonality, we may identify the
chords

and
in the lower part with the cyweirdant and tyniad elements
respectively of the measure-pattern. Thus the harmonic pattern of
the cainc: 0100.1011. 0100.11011 is identical with the measure
trwsgwl trwynki, except for the final sub-group 11011, in which an
extra cyweirdant element has been inserted into the basic pattern
1011. This is a deviation from normal practice which is found in a
similar cadential formula in cainc 13 of Caniad Tro Tant, [212] and is
in keeping with the general tendency to lengthen final cadences by
the addition of extra material.
[210]

Fig. 26
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We may, then, provisionally associate Caniad Marwnad Ifan
ap y Gof with the measure tytyr bach (0011.0011), and possibly
with its expanded form trwsgwl trwynki (0100.1011.0100.1011).
The list in Panton 56 does, in fact, give the names tytyr and trwsgwl
in connection with the piece. 18
While this information provides a starting-point for the
analysis of the opening cainc of the piece (see fig. 22), this cainc
still presents some unexpected problems. Firstly, the tonal centre of
the whole of the first cainc appears to be G, rather than c: the
vertical combinations of notes which we can associate with the
18

N.L.W. MS Panton 56, pp. 56,64 and 78.

successive elements of the tytyr bach/trwsgwl trwynki pattern
suggest that the groups of notes permissible in cyweirdant and
tyniad contexts are g-b-d and f-a-c, respectively.
This situation continues for ceinciau 2 and 3, but in cainc 4,
the lower part suddenly reverts to the standard C-tonality pattern of
the Caniad Crych group (see fig. 27).
This would indicate that some sort of modulation occurs
between ceinciau 3 and 4. In chapter 3 we suggested that in the
absence of any conclusive evidence regarding the tunings required
for the music, but in view of the obvious requirements of certain
passages in the musical text itself, we establish the tonality of any
particular passage as the major mode built on its tonal centre.
The question therefore arises whether the shift in tonal centre
from g to c implies a change in the meaning of the symbol f from f
sharp to f natural. There is no indication whatsoever in the MS that
the harp should be retuned between ceinciau 3 and 4. Further, it
does not seem likely that this tablature was intended for
performance on any form of chromatic harp, for the reasons given
in chapter 2 (p. 39)
This problem will never be satisfactorily resolved with the
evidence at present available. A provisional solution is that for
performance on a diatonic harp a natural tuning in C major should
be used throughout, [213] while on the pedal harp or triple harp the
possibility of a tuning including f sharp for the first three ceinciau
should be borne in mind, at the discretion of the performer.
Cainc 1 of Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof also illustrates some
problems of general importance to the analysis and interpretation of
the pieces in the Caniad Crych group. Fig. 22 presents this cainc
exactly as it appears in the MS. Its formal structure is obscured by
the omission of certain repetitions which are indicated by various
signs and verbal canons.
The first line of the cainc consists of two phrases
corresponding to the pattern 0100.1011; that is, the first half of the
trwsgwl trwynki pattern. At the beginning and end of the second of
these phrases are two spiral marks, the second of which is followed
by the words "bis dechre" (repeat the beginning). In similar cases
elsewhere in the MS (c.f. Gosteg Dafydd Athro, cainc 8), the
instruction reads: "bis hyd y mark" (repeat as far as the spiral
mark). The performer is thus required to repeat the first of the two
phrases, the two spiral marks indicating that the phrase which they
enclose is to be omitted on repetition. In this and other similar
cases where the verbal instruction is not absolutely specific, the
omission and repetition of certain phrases can usually be
established without doubt by reference to the harmonic structure

required by the particular measure, or to closely related material
which is written out in full elsewhere in the piece in question.
In cainc 1 of Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof, after the
repetition of the first phrase, the trwsgwl trwynki pattern is
completed by a new phrase (up to the cross-sign on line 2) which
thus acts as the second varied ending to the repeated section, the
first varied ending being the non- repeated phrase enclosed by the
spiral marks.
This second varied ending provides a further illustration of the
irregular expansion of the measure-pattern which frequently occurs
at cadence points, since its analysis in terms of the elements of the
measure [214] yields the pattern 1101011 in place of the expected
1011. Since it is obviously impracticable to apply the scheme of four
metrical units appropriate to the pattern 1011 to the extended
pattern 1101011, we are assuming for the purpose of transcription
that the elements of the extended pattern should each be given the
same metrical value as the elements in the three preceding subgroups of the measure; thus:
1st phrase
0100

1st varied ending
1011

repeat of 1st phrase
0100

2nd varied ending
1101011

After the cross-sign which marks the end of the 2nd varied
ending to the first section of the cainc (A), the whole of this section
is repeated (A1), but with a new second varied ending, which
consists of 1) a phrase corresponding to the elements 1111, which
thus completes the second statement of the measure-pattern, and
2) a coda-like extension which is extraneous to the measure, but
has a strong cyweirdant pull.
Since this coda-like passage is not governed by the structure
of the measure, its metre and rhythm can only be interpreted
freely, but with reference to the prevailing pulse of the earlier part
of the cainc. Thus our transcription of this and similar passages
presents only one of many possible interpretations.
The whole of the first cainc of Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof
presents two complete statements of an expanded form of the
measure tytyr bach which is similar to but not identical with trwsgwl
trwynki (0100.1011.0100.1011):
1st phrase
0100
1st phrase
0100

1st varied ending repeat of 1st phrase
1011
1st varied ending
1011

0100

2nd varied ending (A)
1101011

repeat of 1st phrase 2nd varied ending (A1)
0100

1111 + coda

The fourth cainc of this piece introduces completely new
material, in a single statement of a form of tytyr bach which is also
related to the trwsgwl trwynki pattern. The formula of a repeated
section with varied endings is, however, maintained. Cainc 5
extends the material of cainc 4 to two complete statements of the
measure.
[215]

A comparison of the original tablature of cainc 5 with our
transcription will show the importance of our identification of the
elements of the measure with the units of the metrical structure.
Thus:
Fig. 27
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Caniad Marwnad Ifan ap y Gof, cainc 5.
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[from cainc 4]

The second varied ending is prefaced by a short flourish in
octaves which is apparently extraneous to the measure pattern, and
in the transcription is therefore given in the rhombic notation which
denotes indeterminacy of rhythm. Here we have the measure
trwsgwl trwynki at an intermediate stage of development, in which
the second element of each sub-group contains notes belonging to
both the cyweirdant and the tyniad [217] note-groups, but tends
towards the opposite ‘sign’ from the element dominating the subgroup.
Of particular interest is the formula which closes the first
varied ending of the cainc:

and which is of such common occurrence in similar contexts in this
and other pieces that we refer to it as ‘cadential formula (a)’.
It consists entirely of notes which we have hitherto associated
with the tyniad group in a C tonality. In almost all of the contexts in
which it is found in the MS, it appears to be equivalent to two
cyweirdant elements. In one notable passage (Caniad Crych ar y
Bragod Gywair, cainc 1), however, it is evidently equivalent to two
tyniad elements (see fig. 28a). It must therefore be regarded as a
neutral formula which may have either cyweirdant or tyniad
connotations according to the context in which it occurs. It may, in
fact, be related to a similar cadential passage based on the
descending motif c-b-a-g (fig. 28b).

[218]

Fig. 28

a) Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair, cainc 1

[219]

b) Caniad Llywelyn ap Ifan ap y Gof, cainc 5 (ending)

[217]

In the lengthy and complex pieces found in the latter part of
the MS, the measure is usually presented in its second or third
stage of expansion through subdivision. In some sections the
expansion of the measure and thus the metrical structure is treated
with such freedom that the direct relationship to the structure of the
basic form of the measure is no longer clear.
Such cases are naturally open to a variety of equally valid
interpretations. We are therefore presented with a similar problem
to that posed by the freely-written pieces which include the
profiadau. Our metrical analysis of such passages for the purpose of
transcription is based on such musical considerations as the overall
metrical structure of the piece, and the use of standard motifs which
occur elsewhere in contexts in which they are strictly controlled by
the measure pattern.
[220]

Two notable exceptions to the usually complete domination of
the prescribed measure-pattern for each piece are provided by
Caniad Ystafell and Caniad Cadwgan. In both of these cases the
measure-pattern which is allotted to each piece in the MS sources
(korffiniwr and mak y mwn byr, respectively) applies only to the
harmonic and metrical structure of each cainc. It does not apply to
the diwedd, the refrain-like section which follows each cainc. In both
cases the diwedd is based on an irregular expansion of the pattern
0011, which is not included in the measure-patterns of these pieces.

6. The Rhythm Signs
So far we have outlined a procedure whereby the metrical
structure of this music may be inferred from the application of the
system of measures to each particular piece. Also we have indicated
how the measures in their basic and expanded forms may be
identified in the musical text by the recognition of the vertical
combinations of notes which are particularly associated with the
cyweirdant and tyniad elements of the measures.
From the metrical structure we are able to work out a
tentative rhythmic structure through the identification of the
metrical unit with a particular rhythmic value in transcription. In
many cases this leads to a workable transcription, except for those
passages which lie outside the scope of the measure, or where part
of the measure is extended in such a way as to obscure its
structure. As we have seen, such instances crop up mostly at
cadential points, where flexibility of rhythm does not affect the
overall flow of the musical statement.

This chapter concludes with an examination of certain
standard sources of deviation from the metrical norm. This subject
may most profitably be approached with reference to the rhythm
signs which are to be found sporadically in the latter part of the MS.
The most immediately noticeable characteristic of the use of
these rhythm signs is their apparent irrationality, in the sense that
only rarely do they fall into regular patterns, and frequently they
confuse or even contradict the metrical structures implicit in the
application of the measures.
[221]

The most probable explanation of this fact is that these signs
represent an attempt on the part of the scribe to notate as
accurately as possible the rhythmic values which actually occur in
performance. An analysis of the regrettably limited use of the signs
shows that the most consistent sources of the rhythmic irregularity
which they demonstrate are, firstly, the various ornaments of the
tremolo type, and, secondly, literal representations of ritardandi,
the latter occurring mainly at climactic and cadential points - we
have already noted irregularities in the application of the measures
in cadential passages.
The tremolo ornaments with which we are here concerned are
completely inessential to the melodic and harmonic argument of the
musical texture. Whereas the metrical framework is formed by the
functional melody and harmony notes which are analysable in terms
of the cyweirdant and tyniad elements of the measure, the tremolo
notes are non-functional from the point of view of formal
construction but act as an intensification and elaboration of
functional notes. They are therefore treated with considerable
freedom in performance, presumably according to the tastes and
capabilities of the individual player.
For this reason ap Huw's rhythm signs should be regarded as
a guide to his particular style of performance, which one may or
may not accept as typical of the tradition as a whole, rather than a
definitive account of the one and only rhythmic value appropriate to
each note.
It must, then, be re-emphasised in the light of these
statements, that the rhythmic values which we have used in the
transcriptions are merely a skeletal framework, which primarily
indicates the metrical structure around which the actual rhythmic
structure is to be built as freely as is consistent with the style of
performance suggested by the evidence of the MS.
The rhythmic signs themselves show a remarkable
resemblance to those used by Valente (see chapter 1, p. 26), with
the exception of the sign ↿, which will be discussed below in
connection with the tremolo ornaments. In accordance with the

method of transcription suggested for this system of signs
suggested by Apel, 19 we shall halve the value of each sign in
transcription, thus:
| (semibreve) =

; ↾ (minim) =

, etc.

[222]

We take as our illustration the piece in which the rhythm signs
are most consistently applied: Caniad Pibau Morfydd. It is highly
significant that this is the most complex of the Caniadau with regard
to the application of the measure, and the high proportion of free
writing which is governed only loosely, if at all, by the measure.
Whereas the metrical and rhythmic structure of the more simple
pieces earlier in the MS could be deduced fairly unambiguously from
analysis of the application of the measures, ap Huw evidently
considered that additional information was necessary for an
accurate interpretation of his intabulation of Caniad Pibau Morfydd.
Furthermore, in common with several other pieces in the Caniad
Crych group, the application of the measure becomes much clearer
in the later ceinciau of Caniad Pibau Morfydd than at the beginning,
where it is obscured by stylistic complexity. This is reflected in the
gradual abandonment of rhythm signs after the first four ceinciau.
The only other group of pieces in which rhythm signs are
extensively used are the profiadau and miscellaneous fragments,
which, as far as one may judge from the musical evidence, are not
governed by the measures as such.
From analysis of the musical texture, and information given in
Panton 56 20 we know that Caniad Pibau Morfydd is based on the
tytyr bach/ trwsgwl mawr measure-type. This is treated quite freely
in the opening cainc, but the characteristic cyweirdant and tyniad
chords may be clearly recognised in the lower part. The tonality is
C, so we may expect that the cyweirdant and tyniad note-groups
are a-c-e-g and g-b-d-f, respectively.
Cainc 1 consists of a repeated section which follows an
irregularly expanded form of tytyr bach (0011.0011), followed by a
coda section on the pattern 1011.1011.1011. Throughout, the
cyweirdant and tyniad chords in the lower part ocour with a
regularity that suggests that they should each have equal metrical
value.
In order to demonstrate the basic logicality and consistency of
ap Huw’s use of rhythm signs, we have written out the tablature
version of cainc 1 of Caniad Pibau Morfydd in fig. 29, giving only
those rhythm signs [223] which refer to notes and chords which have
a metrical function in terms of the elements of the measure. This is
19
20

Willi Apel: ‘The Notation of Polyphonic Music 900-1600’ (1949), p. 33.
N.L.W. MS Panton 56, p. 56.

followed by a transcription based on the metrical structure which is
implied by these elements, disregarding the rhythm signs.
Fig. 29.

Caniad Pibau Morfydd, cainc 1.

[224]
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The discrepancies between the tablature version and the
transcription may be explained as follows: firstly, the phrase

at the start of the coda section is evidently a scribal error, since it is
afterwards repeated as

which is consistent with the phrase

of which it is a sequential repetition. Thus our transcription in
semiquaver values is apparently justified.

Secondly, the inconsistencies between the signs given above
the final phrase

and the values given in transcription may be the result of the
above-mentioned rhythmic flexibility at cadence points. A similar
discrepancy at the end of the first section of the cainc may similarly
be regarded as the result of the artificial lengthening of the final
note of the section in ap Huw's version.
Otherwise, the two versions are remarkably consistent,
showing that in the main, ap Huw's signs give a true account of the
metrical value of functional notes and chords. The non-functional
notes to which ap Huw applies the rhythm signs in the MS are
mostly tremolos which are sounded alone, as a preparation for
chords or for other ornaments which themselves anticipate
functional melody notes.
It is remarkable that of the nine such tremolo notes in the
passage, seven are given the ‘proportional’ sign ↿, which therefore
may [226] represent an indeterminate value whose duration is left to
the discretion of the performer. An examination of the other parts of
the tablature in which rhythm signs are used, confirms that tremolo
notes are generally associated with the sign ↿. Deviations from this
general practice usually occur only in patterns of repeated notes,
e.g.

and
where a pattern of equal rhythmic values is required.
The sign is applied to functional melody notes and chords only
when these form the final rhythmic value of a phrase; in which case
we may presume that here also they were of indeterminate duration
according to the judgement of the performer. Occasionally, as at
the end of cainc 1, the lengthening of the final chord is reinforced
by the conventional pause sign:
. When, in cainc 3, a tremolo
ornament is applied to the uppermost note of a chord, the minim

sign ↾ which would otherwise be appropriate to the chord is replaced
by the indeterminate sign ↿ (see the asterisked notes in fig. 30).
Fig. 30

a) cainc 2

b) cainc 3

[227]

In cainc 5, the opening phrase (fig. 31a) shows an unusual
grouping of signs which apparently contradicts the metrical pattern
implied by the musical texture, upon which we have based the
transcription in fig.31b.

Fig. 31

a) cainc 5

b) Transcription

The group of three notes corresponding to the first three
rhythm signs have apparently been doubled in value, as also the
final note of the phrase. The most probable interpretation of this
phenomenon is as a ‘written-in’ allargando, which possibly implies a
broadening of tempo over the whole phrase, since it is unlikely that
the opening three full chords would be played strictly in time. The
second phrase repeats this abnormal pattern, while the third and
fourth phrases return to the note-values appropriate to the metrical
pattern.
[228]

In general, the values of functional notes are unaffected by
preceding or succeeding decorative notes. This is therefore not
rhythmic flexibility of the rubato type which involves ‘robbing Peter
to pay Paul’. The additional decorative notes merely lengthen the
time-span of the music, and distort the metrical pattern.
In some exceptional cases, however, the metrical pattern is
strictly maintained by the sharing of rhythmic values between
functional notes and their dependent decorative notes, as in the
following examples:
Fig. 32

a) cainc 2

b) cainc 4
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When this procedure is applied to a single note which
anticipates the first chord of a phrase, as in fig. 32a), it results in a
temporary displacement of the tonic accent.
In the transcriptions no attempt is made to present the actual
rhythm of the music, as represented by ap Huw’s rhythm signs. As
we mentioned above, wherever possible, only the strict metrical
framework is given in rhythmic notation. All non-functional notes,
including single tremolo notes, and undecorated anticipatory notes,
but excluding the other ornaments such as plethiad byr, are
represented in a rhombic notation which is completely
indeterminate as regards rhythm. The rhombic notation is likewise
applied to florid, melismatic passages which are not governed by
the structure of the measure.

Mensural notation has been used in passages not directly
governed by a measure-pattern, only when the metrical structure is
nonetheless evident from the chordal pattern of the lower part, or
the regular structure of the melodic line. This applies particularly to
the profiadau and freely-written fragments.
As we see in Caniad Pibau Morfydd, no definite rules can be
formulated regarding the interpretation of rhythm in this music.
Even ap Huw’s application of rhythmic values is inconsistent, as a
comparison of ceinciau 1 and 4, or the final chord of the opening
tyniad section of cainc 2 with the corresponding chord in cainc 3 will
show.
It would have been unwise to produce a literal transcription of
the rhythm signs in Caniad Pibau Morfydd in the present work, since
this I might tend to crystallise what should be a flexible, ephemeral,
and thus vital aspect of this musical language.
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Notes
1

In the Welsh treatise Dosparth Cerdd Dannau, copied by Lewis
Morris on pp. 5-7 of B.M. Add MS 14905, we find. the following
passage: “…ag o'r mesurau gwneir y profiadau, y Gosdegion, y
Caniadau, a'r Clymau.” (“and from the measures are made the
profiadau, the gostegion, the caniadau and the clymau.”) This
implies that, in theory at least, the profiadau, also, were
constructed on the measures. Although harmonic patterns
characteristic of the music known to be controlled by the measures
are sometimes present in the extant profiadau, these pieces are so
freely written that it is not possible to associate them with any of
the measures known to us. Caniad Crych ar y Bragod Gywair is
based on the measure alban hyfaidd hir, which does not belong to
the twenty-four standard measures, but is listed in other MS
sources.

2

Otto Andersson: ‘The Bowed Harp’, p. 214.

3

For the term clymau cydgerdd see the entry ‘cwlwm’ in the
glossary.

4

“Y diwedd yr un fath ar gaingk ond i fod yn dechre yn y tyniadau.”

5

The dates of the earliest MSS containing the lists of the twenty-four
measures and the treatises (‘Llyfr Cadwedigaeth Cerdd Dant’ and
‘Dosparth Cerdd Dannau’) which purport to explain them, indicate
that this was during the early or mid-16th century.

6

“Schon im 13. Jahrhundert ist in England das Bestreben nach
logisch klaren Klangfolgen festzustellen. In dieser Zeit scheint die
Verwendung eines Klangkomplexes, in der Form des Wechselklangs
stilisiert, eine wichtige Rolle gespielt zu haben. Das klassische [231]
Beispiel dafür ist der Sommerkanon, der auf dem klanglichen
Ostinato

aufgebaut ist.” (Thrasyboulos Georgiades: “Englische Diskanttraktate aus der ersten Hälfte des 15. Jahrhunderts” (Munich.
1937), p. 84.
7

Johannes Wolf: ‘Die Tänze des Mittelalters’. p.22.

8

Ap Huw committed an unfortunate scribal error in the first of these
pieces. Each cainc is headed with the name and symbolic
representation of a different measure from the twenty-four. This is

quite erroneous, however, since every cainc is based on the single
measure mak y mwn hir. This fault is to some extent rectified by ap
Huw’s note at the end of the piece: “Diwedd y kwlwm kytgerdd sydd
ar fesur mak mwn hir” (“The end of the cwlwm cydgerdd which is
on the measure mak y mwn hir”). It is remarkable that ap Huw
should have allowed the original labelling to stand without
correction.
9

The version of this measure given by ap Huw on p. 107 of the MS
differs from that found in the appropriate section of the Clymau
Cydgerdd on p. 34. Since the latter version is used as the basis of
the intabulation, it would seem more likely to be correct.

10

“16 gosteg davydd athro mesur hon korffiniwr”

11

Each cainc follows the pattern 1100.1111.1100 (the first half is repeated). The diwedd begins with the
pattern 1111 which completes the second statement of the measure mak y mwn byr. The first half of
the diwedd is likewise repeated, so that the cainc and diwedd together present three complete
statements of the measure, as follows:
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cainc

repeat

diwedd

repeat

1100 1111.

1100

1111.1100

1111

12

For example, the final section of cainc 1 of Caniad Hun Wenllian.

13

“C[aniad] bach i Gydwgi Macc[mwn] b[yr] neu Ysgw[irin].” For the
identification of Caniad Bach i Gydwgi with Caniad Cadwgan, see
Chapter 2, note 4.

14

For example, N.L.W. MS Gwysaney 28, f. 68b; Cardiff MS Havod 24,
p. 802. Both of these sources refer to the crwth, so the symbols are
reversed from 1011.1011 to 0100.0100.

15

See Appendix 3.

16

For dim a dim, see N.L.W. MS Gwysaney 28, f. 68b.

17

For trwsgwl trwynki see Gwysaney 28, f. 68b.

18

N.L.W. MS Panton 56, pp. 56,64 and 78.

19

Willi Apel: ‘The Notation of Polyphonic Music 900-1600’ (1949), p.
33.

20

N.L.W. MS Panton 56, p. 56.

